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Opening Prayer and Review 

• Opening Prayer 

• Review: So far, three “elements of communication” 

o Week 1 – Communication as SHARING: the Trinity communicates life and a 

common mind within itself, and the Trinity shares a certain kind of life and 

communication of God’s mind with us.     

o Week 2 – Communication as NAMING: Adam names things, and this points to 

the way all communication teaches us to PERCEIVE and CONCEIVE reality. 

o Week 3 – Last week, Communication as REVELATION: in the first place, 

GOD’s own naming of himself, of us, and of all reality.  Secondarily, our 

“revelation” of ourselves to one another. 

• Today, add a fourth: Communication as BUILDING.  All are interconnected. 

 

Communication as Building 

Psalm 22:3 – “Yet you are holy, O you that inhabit the praises of Israel.” 

What does communication “build” in this verse? 

 

 

Paul the Builder 

As Matthew 28, 2 Cor 5, and other passages record, the apostles are all given the ministry 

of proclaiming (communicating) God’s word, in speech and action.  As you listen to the 

following passage, ask yourself, how does Paul relate that ministry of communication to 

building? 

Read 1 Corinthians 3:10-17 

What does Paul’s apostolic ministry of communication build? 

 

 

 

How are Paul’s very words in this passage functioning as a communication that builds? 
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Communication as Building through Sharing 

Read 1 John 1:3-7.  What does the communication of the Word create? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication as Koinōnia 

Taken from Oliver O’Donovan [ordained Anglican; Prof. emeritus at Oxford and Edinburgh], 

The Ways of Judgment (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005). 

OOD1: “The scope of this word [koinōnia] is shown by the English nouns that may be 

needed to translate it: concrete “community” on the one hand, dynamic “communion” or 

“communication” on the other.  Its active [i.e. dynamic] sense is kept alive by the closely 

associated words, koinōnein, “to communicate,” and koinōnos, “one who communicates,” 

and it continues to be felt in the medieval Latin of the scholastics, who could refer even to 

a concrete community as a communicatio, a “sphere of communication.”  To 

“communicate” is to hold some thing as common, to make it a common possession, to 

treat it as “ours,” rather than “yours” or “mine.”  The partners to a communication form a 

community, a “we,” in relation to the object in which they participate” (WJ, p.242). 

As this passage summarizes, what fundamental realities does communication “build”? 

 

 

 

 

 

OOD2: “Around the communication of the various kinds of good there form specialist 

communities, of learning, industry, commerce, home-building, and so on, each with its 

own appropriate structure defining the roles of its participants and sustaining its patterns 

of communication over time.  A school is run differently from a hospital, because 
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communicating learning and communicating health care are different…Yet these differing 

institutions are designed not merely to communicate one thing, but to communicate that 

one thing in the context of other communications.  Any one of these specialist communities 

must form part of a larger communicative whole…A business organization is organized 

around our need to distribute material goods, but cannot function without a moral and 

intellectual context to determine such matters as the rules of fair trade and information on 

the availability of materials and markets.  A family is organized around our need for 

emotional community, but pursues this goal in a context of economic and intellectual 

activities: setting food on the table and teaching the young how to speak.  And so on.  

What this leads to is that overlapping spheres of communication are not radically opposed, 

encountering one another’s laws only on the boundaries where their jurisdictions meet.  

The invite a unifying conception, a word that draws them together, relating the rationale of 

each to the rationale of the others.  This comprehensive word presents us with the whole 

that we call a ‘society’” (WJ, 251-2). 

What communities are being created by communication here? 

 

 

 

 

 

What specific roles does speech play in the ongoing formation of these communities? 

 

 

 

 

Communication and the Political 

Aristotle, Politics I.1253a 

“Hence it is evident that the polis is a creation of nature, and that man is by nature a 

political animal…Now the reason why man is more of a political animal than bees or any 

other gregarious animals is evident. Nature, as we often say, makes nothing in vain, and 

man is the only animal whom she has endowed with the gift of speech. And whereas mere 
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sound is but an indication of pleasure or pain, and is therefore found in other animals (for 

their nature attains to the perception of pleasure and pain and the intimation of them to 

one another, and no further), the power of speech is intended to set forth the expedient 

and inexpedient, and likewise the just and the unjust. And it is a characteristic of man that 

he alone has any sense of good and evil, of just and unjust, and the association of living 

beings who have this sense makes a family and a polis.” 

What communities does Aristotle say communication (language, speech) builds? 

 

 

 

 

Aristotle says the true family and polis requires not just “communication” but what 

“sense”? 

 

 

 

 

OOD3: “How are we to understand the concreteness of particular societies?  By identifying 

them in terms of the place in which they are situated.  Place is the social communication of 

space…Places are the precondition for social communication in material and intellectual 

goods…In sealing the identity of a society, place protects it against totalitarian pretensions.  

By identifying itself with a place name, a society acknowledges itself to be one among 

many societies.  For a society is ‘whole’ only in a local sense.  It is the society in a given 

place, but it is not ‘society’; no one society can be the whole.” (WJ, p.255, 257) 

What is communicated in calling a “space” a “place”?  Why does O’Donovan think “place” 

is important? 


